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1. Name the pictures. Choose and use the correct phrases.

DO THE SHOPPING LOAD THE DISHWASHER MAKE THE BED             FEED THE CAT 
VACUUM THE FLOOR TIDY THE ROOM TAKE THE RUBBISH OUT COOK DINNER

A. ___________________ B. ___________________ C. ___________________ D. ___________________

E. ___________________ F. ___________________ G. ___________________ H. ___________________

A.

B. C. D. E.

F. G. H.

_____ / 8

2. Choose and circle the correct word.

WAS OR WERE??? 1. It was / were very hot yesterday. WAS OR WERE???
2. My sister was / were happy at work.

3. Why  was / were your parents here?
4. Was / Were you right?

5. It was / were my mistake.
6. We was / were at the cinema on Tuesday.

7. Where was/ were you last night?
8. Was / Were Peter in England two years ago?

9. My team was / were the best.
10. Who was / were your best friend?

11. Where was / were your brother last week?
12. When was / were they ill?

_____ / 12
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3. Read about the people and write M for Mia, T for Tom and E for Elias.

MIA
I like sport. I play tennis with my friends and I watch tennis on TV. I like music, too. 
I play the piano and I also go to dance class. We have got classes on Wednesdays 
and Saturdays. I don´t play computer games.

TOM
My brother Tom likes sport. He plays football. He has training 
after school on Tuesdays. He goes swimming with his friends 
at the sports centre, too. He doesn´t play a musical instrument 
but he collects football cards. He has got 200 of them.

ELIAS
       Elias is our friend from school. He doesn´t like sport. He doesn´t play tennis
or football and he doesn´t go swimming. He doesn´t play a musical instrument
and he doesn´t collect football cards. In his free time, Elias watches TV.
At weekends he reads comics and plays computer games.

1. This person plays tennis with the friends. _____
2. This person reads comics. _____
3. This person plays football. _____
4. This person doesn´t like sport. _____
5. This person has training after school on Tuesdays. _____
6. This person has 200 football cards. _____

_____ / 6
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4. Choose the correct form of the verbs. Write correct numbers on the line.

1. 2. 3.

GET
VISIT, VISITED GOT STAY, STAIED

4. 5.

FEEL, FELT TAKE, TOOK

6. 7. 8.

HAVE
HAVED CHANGE

STOP CHANGED
STOPED

Your answers: ______________________________________ _____ / 10

5. Complete the sentences. Use A, AN, SOME or ANY.
1. Give me ____________ banana, please. 7. Have you got ____________ potatoes?

2. Are there ____________ grapes? 8. There isn´t ____________ sugar.

3. Is there ____________ butter in the fridge? 9. We don´t have ____________ milk left.

4. Do you want ____________ orange? 10. I want to eat ____________ chips.

5. We need ____________ apple and ____________ cherries for the cake.

6. There is ____________ egg sandwich on your plate. Eat it, please. _____ / 11
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6. Choose and colour the correct form of the verbs.
1. Thomas __ his teeth every day. PRESENT

SIMPLE

2. Georgia __ her new trousers today.

3. I __ to the library with my friend every week. 6. We __ our breakfast now.

4. Rosa and Helen __ to their grandmother every Sunday. 7. Listen. My sister __ the violin.

5. I __ my glasses at the moment. 8. Where is dad? He __ TV.

_____ / 8

7. Choose and put a tick next to the correct answer. 

1. Can I have __ sugar for my tea, please? a few _____ a little _____

2. Have you got __ minutes? I need to talk to you. a few _____ a little _____

3. When I am on holiday I always write __ words home. a few _____ a little _____

4. There is still __ work to do. a few _____ a little _____

5. They sang __ songs. a few _____ a little _____

6. Would you like __ more rice? a few _____ a little _____

7. There are __ burgers. a few _____ a little _____

8. Martin always has __ bread with his soup. a few _____ a little _____

9. We need to buy __ more cups and plates for our party. a few _____ a little _____

10. Can I have __ butter on my potatoes? a few _____ a little _____ _____ / 10

A. cleans B. is cleaning C. clean

B. are writing C. is writing A. play

C. is watch

C. havingB. haveA. are having

B. watchA. is watching

C. is playing

A. wearing B. is wearing C. wears

B. plays

A. am going B. don´t go C. am not going

A. write

C. don´t wearB. am not wearingA. wear

PRESENT
CONTINUOUS
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8. HOW MUCH or HOW MANY. Choose and circle the correct answer.

1. ___ apples have you got? HOW MUCH / HOW MANY

2. ___ bread is there on the table? HOW MUCH / HOW MANY

3. ___ eggs do you need? HOW MUCH / HOW MANY

4. ___ stars are there in the sky? HOW MUCH / HOW MANY

5. ___ milk do you want? HOW MUCH / HOW MANY

6. ___ money can we spend? HOW MUCH / HOW MANY

7. ___ students are there in your class? HOW MUCH / HOW MANY

8. ___ oil is there in the bottle? HOW MUCH / HOW MANY

_____ / 8

9. What is it? Underline the correct word.

1. river / bridge 2. box / suitcase 3.field / airport 4. cliff / tunnel 5. hill / beach    

6. hotel / tent 7. town / forest 8. truck / caravan 9. park / power station

_____ / 9
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10. What did we buy from the shopping list? Name the food. Use the words from the 
shopping list. Write the words on the line.

bread, lettuce, apples, butter

bananas, pork, beans, pasta

chicken, rice, salmon, tuna

grapes, cheese, tea, milk,

lemonade, oranges, coffee

sandwiches

We bought:

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_____ / 10

11. Choose the correct forms. Write the correct letter on the line.
1. dry _____ A. drier, the driest     B. dryer, the dryest       C. more dry, the most dry

2. long _____ A. longier, the longiest     B. longer, the longest       C. more long, the most long

3. wet _____ A. weter, the wetest B. more wet, the most wet         C. wetter, the wettest

4. happy _____ A. more happy, the most happy  B. happier,the happiest C. happyer, the happyest

5. expensive _____ A. expensive, the expensive B. more expensive, the most expensive

C. expensiver, the expensivest

6. big _____ A. biger, the bigest B. more big, the most big C. bigger, the biggest

7. old _____ A. older, the oldest B. more old, the most old C. oldier, the oldiest

8. fat _____ A. fater, fatest B. more fat, the most fast C. fatter, the fattest

_____ / 8
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